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Abstract

It has been claimed that a left hemisphere bias toward local and right hemisphere bias toward global visual processing can be
explained in terms of specialization for relatively high and low spatial frequencies\ respectively[ Using non!representational _gures\
we tested this hypothesis in experiment 0 using positron emission tomography "PET# measures of cerebral activity in 09 normal
volunteers[ In each block of trials subjects viewed either a relatively high or a relatively low spatial frequency grating[ The orientation
"vertical or horizontal# of the grating changed from trial to trial[ In a directed attention task\ subjects reported the orientation of
either the whole stimulus "globally directed attention# or the orientation of the component parts thereof "locally directed attention#[
A signi_cant interaction between hierarchical processing level "global or local# and stimulus level "relatively high or relatively low
spatial frequency within the absolute low spatial frequency range# was found[ Globally directed attention led to signi_cantly increased
cerebral activity in the right hemisphere when relatively high spatial frequency stimuli were used but not when relatively low spatial
frequency stimuli were used[ Likewise\ locally directed attention increased cerebral activity when low but not high spatial frequency
stimuli were used[ On the basis of these results we suggest that perceptual salience of the global or local form modulates hemispheric
processing asymmetries in early visual cortex[ In experiment 1\ the perceptual salience of global form in relatively high spatial
frequency stimuli and of local form in relatively low spatial frequency stimuli was con_rmed in a reaction time "RT# study[ In
combination\ the results of the two experiments suggest that perceptual salience takes precedence over spatial frequency "within the
range studied here# in determining the cerebral organization of global:local processing[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights
reserved[
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0[ Introduction

Neuropsychological ð21\ 22Ł and functional imaging
studies ð4\ 5Ł have shown a right hemisphere advantage
for global processing "the perception of and attention to
the whole# and a left hemisphere advantage for local
processing "the perception of and attention to the focal
components that make up the whole#[ This hemispheric
specialization\ however\ is relative rather than absolute
ð4\ 5\ 18Ł and is greatly in~uenced by experimental con!
ditions ð10Ł and subjects| attentional set ð08Ł[ Such obser!
vations suggest that perceptual and attentional
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mechanisms interact in the processing of hierarchically
organized visual stimuli[

Converging evidence from lesion and functional imag!
ing data indicates that the functional anatomy of glo!
bal:local processing involves attentional control
mediated via temporal!parietal areas over neural trans!
formations occurring in early visual cortex ð4\ 5\ 21\ 22Ł[
The most extensively worked out model of attentional
control in global:local processing is that of Robertson
and Lamb ð21Ł[ This four!component model incorporates
a global processor located in the right posterior superior
temporo!parietal cortex\ a local processor associated with
the homologous left hemisphere region\ a bilateral par!
ietal lobe system that controls the distribution of atten!
tional resources to the global and local levels and
posterior temporal*temporal pathways that com!
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municate between the subsystems and _ne tune them[
The evidence for these temporo!parietal systems has
come from paradigms that require subjects to attend to
both global and local levels "divided attention tasks# at
the same time ð5\ 11Ł[ By contrast\ tasks in which attention
is directed to one level "either global or local#\ have found
early visual areas to be implicated ð5\ 13Ł[

Nonetheless\ the factors that determine hemispheric
specialization for such hierarchical processing remain
poorly understood[ One in~uential account proposed
that the observed hemispheric di}erences resulted from
di}erential sensitivity to spatial frequency characteristics
ð26Ł\ with a right hemisphere bias toward processing the
low spatial frequency "global# components and a left
hemisphere bias toward high spatial frequency "local#
components of a visual scene[ There is also evidence that
stimulus category "letters or meaningful objects# in~u!
ences processing asymmetries in early visual areas ð4Ð6Ł[
We have previously demonstrated a reversal of hemi!
spheric asymmetry for local and global processing with a
change in stimulus category "from letters to meaningful
objects ð6Ł#[ Although there were sensory di}erences
between the two classes of stimuli used\ we conjectured
that the primary determinant of the reversal was a top!
down e}ect] local processing of letters is\ in part\ driven
from left hemisphere regions specialized for language\
while local processing of meaningful objects is\ in part\
driven from right hemisphere regions specialized for
object!recognition[

The _rst experiment of our current study further
explores these issues by examining the e}ects of changes
in spatial frequency on neural responses associated with
tasks that required global and local processing of non!
representational _gures[ Relatively high or relatively low
spatial frequency stimuli were used\ with each stimulus
containing one local and one global level[ The sole
requirement for subjects was to attend and report either
the global or the local level of each stimulus[ Within
models that postulate an {{attentional spotlight|| ð05Ł or
a {{zoom lens|| ð12Ł global processing implicates expan!
sion of the {{spotlight||:{{zoom lens|| while local pro!
cessing implicates shrinking thereof[ The current
experiment investigates in these terms two distinct set!
tings of the {{spotlight||:{{zoom lens|| but not the process
of changing their _eld of view[

We used PET to index\ in normal human subjects\
cerebral activity associated with the globally and locally
directed attentional tasks by measuring changes in rela!
tive regional cerebral blood ~ow "rCBF# ð20Ł[ Based on
previous investigations of visual attention\ our own stud!
ies on global:local processing ð4Ð6Ł\ other functional
imaging studies ð1\ 3\ 27Ł and electrophysiological studies
in animals ð15\ 16\ 39Ł\ we predicted that the modulatory
e}ect of visual attention would result in changes in cer!
ebral activity in early visual processing areas[ Previous
neuropsychological evidence suggests that changes in

spatial frequency may interact with the e}ects of visual
attention ð26Ł[

1[ Experiment 0] a PET study

1[0[ Method

1[0[0[ Subjects[
Ten normal healthy volunteers "8 male\ 0 female^ aged

11Ð54 years# were recruited[ All were right!handed with
no history\ past or current\ of neurological or psychiatric
illness[ Informed written consent was obtained from all
subjects[ The study involved administration of 3[4 mSv
e}ective dose equivalent of radioactivity per subject[ Per!
mission to administer radioactivity was obtained from
the Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory
Committee of the Department of Health\ U[K[ The study
was approved by the local ethics committee of the
National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery
"London\ U[K[#[

1[0[1[ Paradigm design
This experiment was designed to be as similar as poss!

ible to our previous studies of letter and object hier!
archical stimuli ð4Ð6Ł[ In those investigations we required
the subjects to name the target stimuli[ For this reason
we have retained "in Experiment 0# a verbal\ rather than
a manual reaction time\ response mode in this experi!
ment[ The experimental design and examples of the _g!
ures used as stimuli during the globally and locally
directed attention tasks are shown in Fig[ 0[

To study spatial frequency e}ects\ both relatively high
and relatively low spatial frequency stimuli were displayed[
The stimuli were approximations to sine waves[ Truncated
"co#sine wave forms were used with the truncation set at
49)[ Each stimulus consisted of either 5 cycles or 2 cycles
of the waveform per 05> of visual angle[ Although these
gratings are relatively high and low spatial frequency
respectively\ both fall within the overall low range "less
than 0 cycle:degree# of spatial frequency[ These gratings
were chosen for three reasons[ First\ their abstract nature^
they are neither letters nor meaningful objects[ Second\ the
local forms are more visible in these gratings than in pure
sine wave stimuli[ Third\ we were concerned with how
relative spatial frequency might modulate global!local pro!
cessing "and not with the more general e}ects of absolute
spatial frequencies on perceptual processing#[ The stimuli
were displayed on a white background "rather than a gray
that had the average luminance of black and white# in
order to enhance the visibility of both the shape as a whole
and its component parts[

In each block of trials\ subjects were presented with
either a relatively high or a relatively low spatial fre!
quency grating whose orientation "vertical or horizontal#
changed from trial to trial "Fig[ 0#[ In a directed attention
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Fig[ 0[ The _gure shows the study design and the high "top row# and low "bottom row# spatial frequency stimuli used[ All stimuli were displayed
either horizontally or vertically and were non!congruent for the global and local level[ During the tasks subjects were required to attend to either the
global or the local level and to name the orientation of that level "{{horizontal||\ {{vertical||#[ Scan numbers refer to the order of scans for subject 0
"of the group of 09 subjects studied#[ The order of scans was counter!balanced across subjects[

task\ subjects had to report the orientation of either the
stimulus as a whole "globally directed attention# or the
orientation of the component parts "locally directed
attention#[ All _gures were non!congruent for the orien!
tation of global and local levels[ When "for example# the
local parts were horizontally oriented\ the global _gure
had a vertical orientation[ In a given block of trials\ a
quasi!random sequence prevented any stimulus level
"local or global# from appearing horizontally "or ver!
tically# more than _ve times on successive trials[ Subjects
lay with eyes open in the PET "positron emission tom!
ography# scanner in a quiet\ darkened room[ Relative
regional cerebral blood ~ow "rCBF# measurements were
taken while the stimuli were presented on a white back!
ground[ The visual angle engaged was 05>[ A stimulus
appeared every 0[4 s and remained for 299 ms\ in the
centre of a 06ý video display unit at a viewing distance of
39 cm[ The task was performed in free vision to avoid

introducing the further local level of a _xation dot ð4Ð6Ł[
Subjects were instructed to attend either to the global
or the local attribute of the stimulus and to name its
orientation "{{horizontal|| or {{vertical||#[ Prior to PET
scanning\ all subjects underwent a familiarization session
to ensure ~uency in task performance[ The experiment
involved 01 sequential relative rCBF measurements per
subject[ Each sequence of stimulus presentations began
09 s prior to PET scanning and lasted for 019 s[ The
four testing conditions were presented in a fully factorial
design] "HG# high spatial frequency stimuli\ globally
directed attention^ "HL# high frequency stimuli\ locally
directed attention^ "LG# low frequency stimuli\ globally
directed attention^ "LL# low frequency stimuli\ locally
directed attention[ Each condition was repeated three
times in 09 subjects[ To control for time e}ects\ the exper!
imental conditions were counterbalanced both within and
between subjects[
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Thus the experiment employed a fully crossed factorial
design in which each factor had two levels "processing
level] global\ local^ stimulus level] relatively high spatial
frequency\ relatively low spatial frequency^ see Fig[ 0#[
This gave a total of four di}erent conditions and three
replications for each of these conditions across the 01
scans "per subject#[ Therefore\ by virtue of the factorial
design\ the main e}ects and interaction terms are based
on 01 scans "per subject#[ As 09 subjects were studied
each contrast was thus based on 019 scans[ Simple main
e}ects were based on six scans per subject and therefore
a total of 59 scans[ The factorial experimental design
"Fig[ 0# crossing stimulus level with processing level
ensured that identical visual stimuli were presented across
all relevant comparisons[

No low!level perceptual task was employed as a base!
line condition[ There were two reasons for this decision]
First\ the addition of another condition would have
resulted in a loss of statistical power "due to a reduced
number of repeats per condition within the maximum of
01 scans per subject#[ Second\ our primary concern was
to image the e}ects of change in relative spatial frequency
on hemispheric e}ects of global:local processing\ in par!
ticular in prestriate centres[ In this respect we would not
expect to reveal areas activated in common by global and
local processing "i[e[ areas activated relative to a low!
level control#[

1[0[2[ PET!scanning
Relative rCBF was measured by recording the regional

distribution of cerebral radioactivity following the intra!
venous injection of 04O!labelled water "04O is a positron
emitter with a half!life of 1[0 min^ ð14Ł#[ The PET
measurements were carried out using a SIEMENS:CPS
ECAT EXACT HR¦ "model 851# PET scanner "CTI
Inc[\ Knoxville\ TN\ U[S[A[# with a total axial _eld of
view of 044 mm covering the whole brain[ Data were
acquired in 2!dimensional mode ð31Ł with interdetector
collimating septa removed and a Neuro!Insert installed
to limit the acceptance of events originating from out!of!
_eld!of!view activity "from the whole body#[

For each measurement of relative rCBF\ 8 mCi of
H1

04O were given i[v[ as a slow bolus over 19 s ð28Ł[ Twelve
consecutive PET scans were collected\ each beginning
with a 29 s background scan before the delivery of the
slow bolus[ Emission data were thereafter collected
sequentially over 89 s after tracer arrival in the brain and
corrected for background[ This process was repeated for
each emission scan with 7 min between scans to allow for
adequate decay of radioactivity[ All emission scan data
were corrected for the e}ects of radiation attenuation "by
the skull\ for example# by means of a transmission scan
taken prior to the _rst relative rCBF measurement[ The
corrected data were reconstructed into 52 transverse
planes "separation 1[3 mm# and into 017×017 pixels "size
1[0 mm# by 2!dimension _ltered back projection using a

Hann _lter of cuto} frequency 9[4 cycles per pixel and
applying a scatter correction[ The resolution of the result!
ing PET images was 5 mm "at full width half maximum#[

1[0[3[ Magnetic resonance imaging
In separate sessions\ a magnetic resonance "MR# image

of each subject|s brain was obtained "a# to exclude the
possibility of morphological:pathological abnormalities
and "b# for stereotactic normalization into the standard
anatomical space "see below#[ This imaging was per!
formed with a 1 Tesla system "VISION\ SIEMENS AG\
Germany# using a 2!dimensional T0 weighted imaging
technique producing 097 transaxial slices "0×0×0[4 mm#
which gave high grey to white matter contrast[

1[0[4[ Image processing
All calculations and image manipulations were per!

formed on SPARC workstations "SUN Computers#[
PROMATLAB software "MATHWORKS Inc[\ U[S[A[#
was used to calculate and display images[ Statistical para!
metric mapping "SPM# software "SPM84^ Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology\ London\ U[K[# was
used for image realignment\ image normalization\ smoo!
thing and to create statistical maps of signi_cant relative
rCBF changes ð7\ 8Ł[

1[0[5[ Realignment\ transformation and smoothing of
PET images

Using SPM84 software ð7Ł all PET scans were realigned
to the _rst emission scan to correct for head movement[
A mean relative rCBF image was created for each subject[
Each individual|s MR image and PET mean image "serv!
ing as a template for the individual PET images# were
then transformed into a standard stereotactic anatomical
space ð7\ 30Ł using linear proportions and a non!linear
sampling algorithm[ The PET images were thereafter _l!
tered using a low!pass Gaussian _lter "resulting in an
image resolution of 01 mm# to reduce the variance due
to individual anatomical variability and to improve sig!
nal!to!noise ratio ð7Ł[ The resulting pixel size in ster!
eotactic space was 1×1 mm with an interplane distance
of 3 mm[ Data were thereafter expressed in terms of
standard stereotactic coordinates in the x!\ y! and z!axes[

1[0[6[ Statistical analysis
Following stereotactic normalization and image smoo!

thing\ statistical analysis was performed[ The main e}ects
of test conditions "spatial frequency\ globally:locally
directed attention#\ their interaction with one another
and the simple e}ects of each condition were estimated
on a pixel!by!pixel basis using SPM84 ð8Ł[ Task related
di}erences in overall CBF\ within and between subjects\
were removed by treating overall activity as the covariate
ð8Ł[ This manipulation removed systematic state!depen!
dent di}erences in overall blood ~ow associated with
the di}erent conditions which can obscure task related
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regional alterations in activity[ For each pixel in ster!
eotactic space the ANCOVA generated a condition spec!
i_c adjusted mean rCBF value "arbitrarily normalized
to 49 ml:099 ml:min# and an associated adjusted error
variance ð8Ł[ This allowed the planned comparisons of
the mean blood ~ow distributions across all sets of con!
ditions[ For each pixel\ across all subjects and all scans\
the mean relative rCBF values were calculated separately
for each of the conditions[ Comparisons of the means
were made using the t statistic and thereafter transformed
into normally distributed Z statistics[ The resulting set of
z!values constituted a statistical parametric map "SPM"z#!
map# ð8Ł[ For the contrasts of interest\ the signi_cance of
these statistical parametric maps was assessed by com!
paring the expected and observed distribution of the t
statistic under the null hypothesis of no di}erential acti!
vation e}ect on rCBF[ Only activations that were within
the early visual processing areas or the attention system
and which were signi_cant in the above described sense at
P³ 9[990 or better are reported[ Other {{non!predicted||
activations outside the early visual processing areas or the
attentional system were observed but are only reported if
they were signi_cant at P³ 9[94 corrected for multiple
comparisons according to the method described by Fri!
ston et al[ ð8Ł[ The data were analysed for the two main
e}ects "relatively high and low spatial frequency^ globally
and locally directed attention#\ their interaction and the
simple main e}ects^ these comparisons were intended to
identify those cortical areas concerned with the properties
in question "high and low spatial frequency^ globally and
locally directed attention#[ To assess hemispheric asym!
metries in rCBF responses\ images were ~ipped from
left to right and hemisphere×condition interactions were
identi_ed using SPM84[

1[0[7[ Localization of activations
The stereotactic coordinates of the pixels of local

maximum signi_cant changes in relative rCBF within
areas of signi_cant relative rCBF change associated with
the di}erent tasks were determined[ The anatomical
localization of these local maxima was assessed by ref!
erence to the standard stereotactic atlas of Talairach and
Tournoux ð30Ł[ Additional validation of this method of
localization was obtained after superimposition of the
SPM"z#!maps on the group mean MR image calculated
after each individual|s MR image had been ster!
eotactically transformed into the same standard ster!
eotactic space ð7Ł[

1[1 Results

The main e}ects of stimulus level "relatively high vs rela!
tively low spatial frequency and vice!versa# were initially
assessed[ High spatial frequency stimuli elicited "relative to
the low spatial frequency stimuli# increased neural activity
in the primary visual cortex bilaterally "local maximum]

x�3\ y�−091\ z�9^ z!score�3[9\ P³9[990#[ No sig!
ni_cant increase in cerebral activity in anyareawasobserved
with low spatial frequency stimuli "when compared to rela!
tively high spatial frequency stimuli#[

The main e}ects of processing level "globally vs locally
directed attention and vice!versa# showed no signi_cant
increase in neural activity either during global or during
local processing in early visual areas[ An unpredicted but
signi_cant "P³ 9[94\ corrected# activation was observed
in the left superior posterior parieto!occipital cortex dur!
ing local processing "relative to global processing#[ The
local maximum of this region was] x�−11\ y�−63\
z�39^ z!score�3[5[ The region corresponds to Brod!
mann Area 08[

In the absence of signi_cant activations in early visual
areas due to processing level\ we next assessed the inter!
action between processing level and stimulus level[ This
interaction term is the di}erence between globally and
locally directed attention in relatively high and relatively
low spatial frequency stimuli and vice!versa "i[e[ high
spatial frequency stimuli globally directed attention
"HG#*high spatial frequency\ locally directed attention
"HL#× low spatial frequency\ globally directed attention
"LG#*low spatial frequency\ locally directed attention
"LL#\ and vice!versa#[ Signi_cant interactions were
observed in the left inferior occipital cortex abutting on
the fusiform gyrus "local maximum] x�−21\ y�−71\
z�−01^ z!score�2[8\ P³ 9[990^ Fig[ 1a# and the right
lingual gyrus "local maximum] x�05\ y�69\ z�−3^
z!score�2[8\ P³ 9[990^ Fig[ 1a# within the predicted
early visual processing areas implicated in global:local
processing ð4Ł[ The nature of this interaction explains
why no main e}ect of global:local processing across both
stimulus types "high and low spatial frequency# was found
in these areas[ The pattern of activation can be clearly
seen when the simple e}ects of global:local processing in
both relatively high and relatively low spatial frequency
conditions are calculated separately "Fig[ 1b and 1c#[

Relative rCBF increases associated with the globally
directed attention task with relatively high spatial frequency
stimuli "HG×HL# were seen in the right lingual gyrus
"local maximum] x�07\ y�−51\ z�−7^ z!score�2[6\
P³9[990^ Fig[ 1b#[ Locally directed attention with rela!
tively low spatial frequency stimuli "LL×LG# activated
the left inferior occipital cortex alone "local maximum]
x�−17\ y�−73\ z�−05^ z!score�3[3\ P³9[990^
Fig[ 1c#[ Relative activations in the respective homologous
contralateral regions did not reach signi_cance[ To assess
the observed hemispheric asymmetries in rCBF responses\
hemisphere×condition interactions were examined in the
above regions that were identi_ed on the basis of the "inde!
pendent# simple e}ects of each condition[ The direct com!
parison of rCBF changes between the two hemispheres
indicated that both lateralization e}ects were statistically
signi_cant "P³9[994#[

The regions activated in the present study are strikingly
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Fig[ 1[ Relative activations for the 09 subjects associated with "a# the interaction of high:low spatial frequency stimuli on globally and locally directed
attention ð"HG!HL# × "LG!LL#Ł\ "b# globally directed attention with high spatial frequency stimuli "HG × HL# and "c# locally directed attention
with low spatial frequency stimuli "LL × LG#[ Areas of signi_cant activations are shown as through!projections onto representations of standard
stereotactic space[ Sagittal\ side view^ transverse\ view from above[ To detail the functional anatomy of the activations and their relationship to
structural anatomy\ the respective SPM"z# maps were superimposed upon the group mean MR!image "transverse sections taken through the respective
local maximum#[ The exact coordinates of the local maxima "indicated by the number in each box# within the areas of activation and their z statistics
are given in the text[ In addition\ adjusted mean rCBF and the individual rCBF values per condition are displayed for the respective pixel of maximally
signi_cant relative rCBF increase within the respective areas of interest[ R � right\ A � anterior\ VAC � vertical plane through the anterior
commissure\ numbers at axes refer to coordinates of standard stereotactic space\ HG � high spatial frequency stimuli:globally directed attention\
HL � high frequency stimuli:locally directed attention\ LG � low frequency stimuli:globally directed attention\ LL � low frequency stimuli locally
directed attention[
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similar to those previously identi_ed in a similar designed
functional imaging study using letter!based hierarchical
stimuli ð4\ 5Ł[ These areas lie in the extrastriate cortex and
correspond to more peripheral "right lingual gyrus# and
more foveal "left inferior occipital cortex# parts of areas
V1:V2 ð23\ 25Ł[

1[2 Discussion

Di}erential spatial frequency tuning of the cerebral
hemispheres has been conjectured to play a major role in
the explanation of hemispheric asymmetries in processing
global or local aspects of visual stimuli ð02Ł[ Sergent ð24Ł
suggested that\ all else being equal a cognitive task that
stressed high spatial frequency information would result
in a right visual _eld:left hemisphere advantage and a
task that stressed low spatial frequency information
would result in a left visual _eld:right hemisphere advan!
tage[ Shulman et al[ ð26Ł have subsequently claimed that
di}erences in tuning to low! and high!spatial frequencies
ultimately determine hemispheric speci_city in global and
local processing[ Our results constrain the generality of
this hypothesis ð04\ 26Ł by demonstrating that global pro!
cessing of relatively high spatial frequency stimuli leads
to augmented activation in the right lingual gyrus and
that local processing of relatively low spatial frequency
stimuli leads to augmented activation in the left interior
occipital cortex[ Thus the simple notion of a left hemi!
spheric advantage for relatively high spatial fre!
quency:local processing and a right hemisphere
advantage for relatively low spatial frequency:global pro!
cessing is not con_rmed by our neurophysiological
measurements[ Although our relatively high spatial fre!
quency stimuli are within the low absolute range\ there
is a consensus that the left and right hemispheres are
specialized for the processing of relatively high and low
frequencies respectively and not necessarily for high and
low frequencies in some absolute sense ð02\ 29Ł[ Our _n!
dings\ however\ support other recent evidence that mech!
anisms regulating the perception of local and global
properties and of high and low spatial frequencies\
although often intercorrelated\ are not equivalent ð09Ł[

Inspection of our stimulus material "Fig[ 0# suggests
that the global form "the overall Gestalt# is more promi!
nent than the local components in the high spatial fre!
quency stimuli[ The small "white# {{gaps|| do not seem
to perturb the percept of one "horizontal or vertical#
rectangle[ By contrast\ the "three# local forms appear
more prominent than the global form in the low spatial
frequency stimuli[ The larger white {{gaps|| "relative to
those in the high spatial frequency stimuli# break up the
Gestalt into its separate local components[

If the above conjectures are valid\ our results suggest
that early visual areas in the left hemisphere are spe!
cialized for local processing\ while early visual areas in
the right hemisphere are specialized for global processing\

if the respective features of non!representational stimuli
are perceptually salient "i[e[ perception of the relevant
feature\ local or global is facilitated by the structure of
the stimulus#[ However\ if this alternative conclusion is
correct\ then it predicts that the relatively high spatial
frequency stimuli used in experiment 0 are globally more
salient and that the relatively low spatial frequency stim!
uli are locally more salient[ Accordingly\ we tested this
prediction by designing an independent reaction time
study "performed outside the scanning environment# to
investigate directly the relative salience of the two types
of stimuli with respect to the two di}erent tasks[

2[ Experiment 1] a reaction time study

2[0[ Introduction

If our conjecture is correct\ the proposed di}erences in
perceptual salience of the global or local attributes of the
stimuli used in experiment 0 predict faster reaction times
to the more salient level "global or local#[ Speci_cally\
one would predict that the more salient local level in the
low spatial frequency stimuli will be easier to report "and
hence quicker to react to# than the less salient global level
of the low spatial frequency stimuli[ Accordingly\ the
well!known _nding that the global level is usually pro!
cessed quicker in Navon letters than the local level "global
precedence ð01\ 04Ł# would be reversed[ Global
precedence\ however\ should be preserved in the relatively
high spatial frequency stimuli where the global attribute
is conjectured to be more salient than the local attribute[

2[1[ Methods

2[1[0[ Subjects

Twelve normal!sighted healthy right!handed vol!
unteers "00 male\ 0 female^ aged 12Ð22 years# were
recruited[

2[1[1[ Paradigm design
The experimental design and stimuli used were ident!

ical to experiment 0 "Fig[ 0#[ There were 3 conditions\
each with 2 repeats\ per subject[ Accordingly\ there were
033 blocks of trials "3 conditions×2 repeats×01
subjects#[ The only methodological di}erence was that in
experiment 1 subjects were asked to press a response key
with either their left or right index _nger in order to
indicate the orientation "horizontal or vertical# of the
processing level "global or local# demanded in a particular
block of trials[ Half the subjects indicated {{horizontal||
with the left index _nger and {{vertical|| with the right
index _nger[ These responses were reversed for the other
six subjects[
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2[1[2[ Procedure
Subjects were seated in front of a computer monitor

"06ý VDU# at a viewing distance of 39 cm[ Immediately
in front of each subject there was a custom!made response
key by the left and right hand of the subject[ The experi!
ment was run on an Apple Macintosh Power PC and
controlled by the same software used for the PET experi!
ment and modi_ed to record reaction times[ Reaction
time "RT# was measured from stimulus onset to the pre!
ssing of a response key[ As in the PET experiment "experi!
ment 0#\ prior to the RT experiment all subjects were
made fully familiar with the stimuli and tasks in a series
of practice trials that continued until the subject was
satis_ed that she:he understood what was required[

2[2[ Results

The mean number of errors per subject "per condition
per block of 79 trials# was low] high spatial frequency
global 0[7 "mean#20[7 "sdev#\ high spatial frequency
local 0[720[5\ low spatial frequency global 0[720[6 and
low spatial frequency local 1[120[5[ These di}erences in
error rate between the four conditions were not stat!
istically signi_cant[

Mean reaction times and standard deviations for the
four conditions were] high spatial frequency global 413
ms "mean#281 ms "sdev#\ high spatial frequency local
501 ms250 ms\ low spatial frequency global 458 ms237
ms and low spatial frequency local 465 ms238 ms[ On
ANOVA "3 conditions×2 repeats×01 subjects# there
was no signi_cant main e}ect of spatial frequency[ By
contrast\ processing level was signi_cant as a main e}ect
"F"0\039#�08[0\ P³ 9[9990#[ Finally\ there was a sig!
ni_cant interaction of spatial frequency and processing
level "F"0\039#�02[8\ P³ 9[9994#[ The nature of this
interaction is shown graphically in Fig[ 2[

Fig[ 2[ Mean reaction times and 84) con_dence intervals for the four conditions] high spatial frequency global\ high spatial frequency local\ low
spatial frequency global and low spatial frequency local[ On ANOVA there was no signi_cant main e}ect of spatial frequency[ By contrast\ processing
level was signi_cant as a main e}ect[ There was also a signi_cant interaction of spatial frequency and processing level[

2[3[ Discussion

When subjects performed the global task\ responses to
high frequency stimuli were signi_cantly faster than to
low spatial frequency stimuli[ By contrast\ in the local
task\ responses to low spatial frequency stimuli were
made signi_cantly faster than to high spatial frequency
stimuli[ The form of this interaction is equivalent to that
found in the PET study "experiment 0# and provides
independent evidence that the primary determinant of
performance within each task is visual salience[ The e}ect
of high spatial frequency is to render the global form
more salient] decreasing the distance between the com!
ponent rectangles of the stimulus strengthens the bound!
aries of the _gure as a whole ð03Ł[ Conversely\ the e}ect
of low spatial frequency is to render the local forms more
salient] increasing the distance between the component
rectangles renders each individual rectangle more promi!
nent[

3[ General discussion

Experiment 0 "the PET study# was not designed to
evaluate the role of temporo!parietal cortex in glo!
bal:local processing ð11\ 21Ł[ This issue has previously
been dealt with in both lesion ð21\ 22Ł and functional
imaging studies ð4\ 5Ł[ Rather\ experiment 0 supports
previous evidence from both PET and fMRI that glo!
bal:local processing of many di}erent stimulus types "let!
ters\ objects\ and patterns# is also associated with
di}erential hemispheric activation of early visual areas
ð4Ð6\ 00\ 13Ł[ In previous articles we have argued that
these early visual processing mechanisms in prestriate
cortex are in~uenced by an attentional system of the type
conjectured by Robertson and Lamb ð21Ł and mediated
by temporo!parietal areas ð4Ð6Ł[
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The current results\ however\ argue against the claim
that local and global visual processing per se are
invariably associated with left and right hemisphere acti!
vation\ respectively[ Rather\ the observed di}erential
activations in early visual processing areas support other
claims that the hemisphere maximally involved in a par!
ticular test is determined by interactions of processing
level and stimulus characteristics ð09\ 08\ 29Ł[ There is\
however\ one region that we found to be signi_cantly
activated as a main e}ect of local processing[ This region
"BA 08# is known to be visual association cortex ð32Ł[ We
suggest that its activation in our study may re~ect the
additional perceptual:attentional processing required to
overcome the global precedence e}ect when the task de!
mands analysis of local features of the non!representational
spatial frequency stimuli used in this experiment[

The stimulus characteristic that plays the major role
in experiment 0 appears to be perceptual salience[ This
feature is most easily quanti_ed by taking reaction times
for performing the global:local tasks with the high:low
spatial frequency stimuli "experiment 1#[ Experiment 1
con_rms that the saliency interpretation of the results of
experiment 0 is highly plausible[ The psychophysical data
and functional imaging data thus provide compelling
mutual support[ Visual salience "ease of perception# is
clearly in~uenced in our experiment by relative spacing[
There are no doubt many other factors concerning Ges!
talt e}ects of good form ð19Ł that can also determine
salience[ The scope of the current data is limited to the
manipulation of relative spacing:spatial frequency[

The stimuli we presented were invariant across the
relevant comparisons\ with the only changes being the
instructions to subjects[ Our data accordingly add to
existing evidence for the hypothesis that neural activity
in early visual areas does not solely represent the physical
attributes of a retinal image but is also in~uenced by
attentional modulation via {{top!down|| "endogenous#
processes ð2\ 15\ 16\ 27Ł[ In our study\ changes in spatial
frequency\ which determine perceptual salience for the
two tasks\ interact with neural activations due to fol!
lowing instructions to report either global or local stimu!
lus properties[ Thus\ bottom!up "exogenous# and top!
down "endogenous# processes interact in extrastriate
cortical regions to construct a coherent percept[ Brown
and Kosslyn ð0Ł have argued in relation to hemispheric
specialization that {{rather than expecting dichotomies
that re~ect general processing di}erences "such as ana!
lytic vs holistic#\ the literature suggests that there will be
more speci_c principles that extend only over limited
domains||[ Our results are consistent with their position]
Non!representational local and global forms are pro!
cessed preferentially by early visual areas of the left and
right hemisphere respectively\ under the constraint that
the relevant visual property is salient[ It remains the case\
however\ that elucidation of the precise mechanisms
involved may require greater attention to the particular

psychophysical properties of the stimulus set that deter!
mine salience[ Our stimuli are truncated "co#sine gratings
on one axis and large spectra patterns on the other axis
"i[e[ the ends of each component line were not graded#[
We chose these stimuli because of their similarity to stim!
uli previously used in psychophysical experiments com!
parable to our own ð06Ł\ but in future work it may be
necessary to deploy\ for example\ Gabor patches that
model the known receptive!_eld properties of neurons in
primary visual cortex[

Finally\ we note that in future experimentation "and
theory# concerning global:local processing it will be
necessary to investigate stimuli that are more naturalistic
than those introduced by Navon ð17Ł and deployed by so
many subsequent workers[ When describing informally
what one means by levels of global:local processing it is
common to discuss such examples as a forest constituted
by trees which in turn have branches which in turn have
leaves\ or a bridge made of bricks ð4\ 07Ł[ Hierarchical
levels of this nature are not necessarily equivalent to large
letters made of small letters or\ as in experiment 0\ a large
rectangle made of small rectangles[ Likewise the global
and local features of a face are di}erent from global and
local levels of a hierarchical Navon _gure[ Similarly\ the
distinction that Kimchi ð07Ł draws between {{global
properties\ de_ned by their position in the hierarchical
structure of the stimulus\ and wholistic properties de_ned
as a function of interrelations among component parts||
may prove crucial in future work[ What is salient in a
hierarchical Navon _gure may be di}erent from what is
salient in stimuli with a more realistic appearance[
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